School
A.W.E. Bassette Elementary
Aberdeen Elementary
Alfred S. Forrest Elementary
Armstrong Elementary

1st Inspection

2nd Inspection

2-Oct-2015 - Routine - No items found
7-Oct-2015 - Routine - No items found
3-Nov-2015 - Routine - No items found

24-Sep-2015 - Routine - 1 non-critical
1 - Toilet tissue was not present in ladies rest-room.
6-Oct-2015 - Routine - 1 non-critical

2-Dec-2015 - Routine - 2 non-critical, 2 repeat
1 - Steamer was observed in a state of disrepair and damaged.Steamer was leaking water and door was broken. Door
even pops open. (repeat)
2
12-Jan-2016 - Routine - No items found

Barron Elementary
Benjamin Syms Middle
Bethel High
Booker Elementary
C. Alton Lindsay Middle
Campus at Lee

Captain John Smith Elementary

1 - Hampton registered certified food manager certificate has expired.
20-Oct-2015 - Routine - No items found
9-Nov-2015 - Risk Factor - No items found
7-Oct-2015 - Routine - No items found
6-Oct-2015 - Routine - 2 non-critical, 1 repeat
1 - Boxes of food stored on the floor of walk-in freezer.
2 - The handwashing facility located adjacent to 3-compartment sink was blocked, preventing access by
employees for easy handwashing. (repeat)
6-Oct-2015 - Routine - No Items found
29-Sep-2015 - Routine - 3 non-critical, 2 repeats
1 - There is no covered refuse container for the disposal of feminine napkins in the rest- room stall. (repeat)
2 - Light bulbs in the food prep area not shielded, coated, or otherwise shatter-resistant. (repeat)
3 - The following physical structure is not maintained in good repair: >> Ceiling tiles above prep sink were
observed water stained.
16-Nov-2015 - Routine - 1 non-critical

19-Jan-2016 - Routine - 2 non-critical, 1 repeat
1 - Light bulbs in the kitchen prep area not shielded, coated, or otherwise shatter-resistant. (repeat)
2 - Leak observed coming from the ceiling located at the serving line.

Christopher C. Kraft Elementary

Francis Asbury Elementary

Francis W. Jones Magnet Middle

George P. Phenix Elementary
Hampton High
Hunter B. Andrews

1 - Mops not hung up to air dry.
15-Oct-2015 - Routine - 2 non-critical, 1 repeat
1 - The can opener blade is worn and the coating has worn off of the blade.
2 - The following physical structures are not maintained in good repair: Paint peeling on ventilation hood
case, floor pitted below the steamer, concrete floor in back storage room has deteriorated concrete in the
floor and wall juncture, paint peeling from some doors. (repeat)
18-Sep-2015 - Routine - 4 non-critical, 1 repeat
1 - The following equipment was observed in a state of disrepair and damaged: reach in cooler left door
gasket torn and can opener blade worn (outer coating worn off). (repeat)
2 - The following plumbing is in poor repair: three compartment sink faucet knob leaking, restroom handsink
in means and women's dripping from faucet.
3 - Outer opening of the food establishment is not protected against entry of insects and rodents. The back
garage door has gaps that let in insects and rodents.
4 - Many dead insects and rodent droppings were found in the back storage room that opens up to the
kitchen.
14-Oct-2015 - Routine - No items found
13-Oct-2015 - Routine - 2 non-critical, 2 repeat
1 - Gaskets in a few refrigeration units were stained. (repeat)
2 - Paint was peeling/flaking from base heaters and support columns in the facility. (repeat)
24-Sep-2015 - Risk Factor - No items found
14-Sep-2015 - Routine - 1 non-critical

Jane H. Bryan Elementary
Jefferson Davis Middle

John B. Cary Elementary

1 - The following physical structures are not maintained in good repair: Paint peeling from multiple places on
walls of kitchen, kitchen floor is dents and dings throughout kitchen.
2-Nov-2015 - Risk Factor - No items found
7-Oct-2015 - Routine - 6 non-critical, 3 repeats
1 - The nonfood contact surface of the plywood used as a shelf (corrected during inspections) in the
dishroom and the wooden platform supporting the washer is not corrosion resistant, nonabsorbent, and/or
smooth. (repeat)
2 - The temperature measuring device for the wash tank of the warewashing machine is not operating.
(repeat)
3 - The door gaskets on RC1 are in poor repair, this unit does not stay cold enough to cold hold foods at
proper temperatures, although this unit is not being used for long term storage and only used to temporarily
hold foods that are discarded after lunch.
4 - Ice box inner lip on shoot divider has built up film.
5 - The walk-in freezer has a leak coming from a condensor pipe.
6 - The following physical structures are not maintained in good repair: ventilation hoods have peeling paint
over the cookline and dishmachine, floor is pitted below the steamer, paint peeling on back storage room
floor, paint peeling on doorframes, several wall blocks in the front storage room are chipped and the surface
is rough (not easily cleanable). (repeat)

2-Dec-2015 - Routine - 1 non-critical
1 - The three handwashing facilities were blocked , preventing access by employees for easy handwashing.

School

1st Inspection

13-Oct-2015 - Routine - No items found
13-Oct-2015 - Routine - 2 critical, 1 repeat
1 - Pizza located in the warmer (112*F) hot holding at improper temperatures. (critical) (repeat)
Kecoughtan High
2 - Individual butter packets located on the service counter (81*F) was cold holding at improper
temperatures. (critical)
Luther W. Machen Elementary
28-Sep-2015 - Routine - No items found
13-Oct-2015 - Routine - 1 critical, 2 non-critical
1 - Rib-b-que hot holding at improper temperatures (105*F). Time control to be used on the rib-b-que.
Moton Early Childhood Center
(critical)
2 - Mopsink is leaking from faucet handles and continues to leak after the sink is turned off.
3 - Cement block wall in restroom is pulling apart with crevices in between blocks.
Paul Burbank Elementary
28-Sep-2015 - Routine - No items found
6-Oct-2015 - Routine - 1 non-critical
Phillips Elementary
1 - Reach-in cooler number 1 was not maintaining proper cold holding temperatures (No PHFs).
19-Oct-2015 - Routine - 2 non-critical
1 - There is no utility sink or curbed cleaning facility designed for the cleaning of mops or similar wet floor
Phoebus High
cleaning tools and for the disposal of mop water and similar liquid wastes.
2 - The left sink in womens restroom in back of cafeteria has a dripping faucet and the cold water knob will
not turn on.
Samuel P. Langley Elementary
17-Sep-2015 - Routine - No items found
7-Oct-2015 - Routine - 2 non-critical, 1 repeat
1 - The nonfood contact surface of the shelving ledges of the service line on the left side (facing the dining
Thomas Eaton Middle
room) have some food debris/crumbs.
2 - Lighting insufficient (measured 12-18 foot candles) at the chopper/slicer prep table. (repeat)
Tucker-Capps Elementary
20-Oct-2015 - No items found
2-Oct-2015 - Routine - 1 critical, 2 non-critical, 1 repeat
1 - Case of butter chips in reach in refrigerator are cold holding at improper temperatures (45*).
(critical)
William Mason Cooper Elementary 2 - Employee observed working in the food service area without proper beard restraint.
3 - The Physical structures are not maintained in good repair: 1) REPEAT: ceiling peeling in main kitchen and
dish room 2) base tile(s) cracked by bake prep table 3) upper door frame corroded of storeroom (old walk-in
cooler). (repeat)

2nd Inspection

John Tyler Elementary

7-Jan-2016 - Routine - No items found

